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“I have come full circle back to my destiny: from Africa to America
and back to Africa. I could hear the cries and wails of my ancestors.
I weep with them and for them.”1 This is what an African American
woman from Atlanta wrote in 2002 in the guest book of the Cape
Coast Castle, one of the many ports of embarkation for slaves located
along the coast of Ghana in West Africa.There she no doubt saw the
whips and leg irons used to discipline the captured Africans as well as
the windowless dungeons in which hundreds of them were crammed
while waiting for the ships that would carry them across the Atlantic
to the Americas. Almost certainly she also caught sight of the infamous “gate of no return,” through which the captives departed to
their new life as slaves.

THIS VISITOR ’ S EMOTIONAL ENCOUNTER WITH THE LEGACY

reminds us of the enormous significance of this commerce in human beings for the early modern
world and of its continuing echoes even at the beginning of the
twenty-first century.The slave trade, however, was only one component of those international trading networks that shaped human interactions during the centuries between 1450 and 1750. Europeans now
smashed their way into the ancient spice trade of the Indian Ocean,
developing new relationships with Asian societies as a result. Silver,
obtained from mines in Spanish America, enriched Western Europe,
even as much of it made its way to China, where it allowed Europeans

OF THE ATLANTIC SLAVE TRADE

The Atlantic Slave Trade: Among the threads of global commerce during the early modern era, none has
resonated more loudly in historical memory than the Atlantic slave trade. This eighteenth-century French painting
shows the sale of slaves at Goree, a major slave trading port in what is now Dakar in Senegal. A European merchant
and an African authority figure negotiate the arrangement, while the shackled victims themselves wait for their fate
to be decided. (Bibliothèque des Arts Décoratifs, Paris/Archives Charmet/The Bridgeman Art Library)
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to participate more fully in the rich commerce of East Asia. Furs from North America and Siberia found a ready market in Europe and China, while the hunting and
trapping of those fur-bearing animals transformed both natural environments and
human societies. Despite their growing prominence in long-distance exchange,
Europeans were far from the only active traders. Southeast Asians, Chinese, Indians,
Armenians,Arabs, and Africans likewise played major roles in the making of the world
economy of the early modern era.
Thus commerce joined empire as the twin drivers of globalization during these
centuries.Together they created new relationships, disrupted old patterns, brought
distant peoples into contact with one another, enriched some, and impoverished or
enslaved others. From the various “old worlds” of the premodern era, a single “new
world” emerged—slowly, with great pain, and accompanied by growing inequalities.
What was gained and what was lost in the transformations born of global commerce
have been the subject of great controversy ever since.

Europeans and Asian Commerce

■ Causation
What drove European
involvement in the world
of Asian commerce?

Schoolchildren everywhere know that European empires in the Western Hemisphere
grew out of an accident—Columbus’s unknowing encounter with the Americas—
and that new colonial societies and new commercial connections across the Atlantic
were the result. In Asia, it was a very different story.The voyage (1497–1499) of the
Portuguese mariner Vasco da Gama, in which Europeans sailed to India for the first
time, was certainly no accident. It was the outcome of a deliberate, systematic, centurylong Portuguese effort to explore a sea route to the East, by creeping slowly down
the West African coast, around the tip of South Africa, up the East African coast, and
finally to Calicut in southern India in 1498.There Europeans encountered an ancient
and rich network of commerce that stretched from East Africa to China.They were
certainly aware of the wealth of that commercial network, but largely ignorant of
its workings.
The most immediate motivation for this massive effort was the desire for tropical
spices—cinnamon, nutmeg, mace, cloves, and, above all, pepper—which were widely
used as condiments and preservatives and were sometimes regarded as aphrodisiacs.
Other products of the East, such as Chinese silk, Indian cottons, rhubarb for medicinal purposes, emeralds, rubies, and sapphires, also were in great demand.
Underlying this growing interest in Asia was the more general recovery of
European civilization following the disaster of the Black Death in the early fourteenth century. During the fifteenth century, Europe’s population was growing again,
and its national monarchies—in Spain, Portugal, England, and France—were learning how to tax their subjects more effectively and to build substantial military forces
equipped with gunpowder weapons. Its cities were growing too. Some of them—
in England, the Netherlands, and northern Italy, for example—were becoming
centers of international commerce, giving birth to a more capitalist economy based
on market exchange, private ownership, and the accumulation of capital for further
investment.
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For many centuries, Eastern goods had trickled into the Mediterranean through
the Middle East from the Indian Ocean commercial network. From the viewpoint of
an increasingly dynamic Europe, several major problems accompanied this pattern
of commerce. First, of course, the source of supply for these much-desired goods
lay solidly in Muslim hands. Most immediately, Muslim Egypt was the primary point
of transfer into the Mediterranean basin and its European customers. The Italian
commercial city of Venice largely monopolized the European trade in Eastern goods,
annually sending convoys of ships to Alexandria in Egypt. Venetians resented the
Muslim monopoly on Indian Ocean trade, and other European powers disliked relying on Venice as well as on Muslims. Circumventing these monopolies was yet another
impetus—both religious and political—for the Portuguese to attempt a sea route
to India that bypassed both Venetian and Muslim middlemen. In addition, many
Europeans of the time were persuaded that a mysterious Christian monarch, known
as Prester John, ruled somewhere in Asia or Africa. Joining with his mythical kingdom to continue the Crusades and combat a common Islamic enemy was likewise a
goal of the Portuguese voyages.
A final problem lay in paying for Eastern goods. Few products of an economically less developed Europe were attractive in Eastern markets.Thus Europeans were
required to pay cash—gold or silver—for Asian spices or textiles.This persistent trade
deficit contributed much to the intense desire for precious metals that attracted
early modern European explorers, traders, and conquerors. Portuguese voyages along
the West African coast, for example, were seeking direct access to African goldfields.
The enormously rich silver deposits of Mexico and Bolivia provided at least a temporary solution to this persistent European problem.
First the Portuguese and then the Spanish, French, Dutch, and British found
their way into the ancient Asian world of Indian Ocean commerce (see Map 15.1).
How they behaved in that world and what they created there differed considerably
among the various European countries, but collectively they contributed much to
the new regime of globalized trade.

A Portuguese Empire of Commerce
The arena of Indian Ocean commerce into which Vasco da Gama and his Portuguese
successors sailed was a world away from anything they had known. It was a vast
world, both in geographic extent and in the diversity of those who participated in
it. East Africans, Arabs, Persians, Indians, Malays, Chinese, and others traded freely.
Most of them were Muslims, though hailing from many separate communities, but
Hindus, Christians, Jews, and Chinese likewise had a role in this commercial network.
Had the Portuguese sought simply to participate in peaceful trading, they certainly
could have done so, but it was quickly apparent that European trade goods were crude
and unattractive in Asian markets and that Europeans would be unable to compete
effectively. Moreover, the Portuguese soon learned that most Indian Ocean merchant ships were not heavily armed and certainly lacked the onboard cannons that
Portuguese ships carried. Since the withdrawal of the Chinese fleet from the Indian

■ Connection
To what extent did the
Portuguese realize their
own goals in the Indian
Ocean?
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Map 15.1 Europeans in
Asia in the Early Modern Era
The early modern era witnessed only very limited territorial control by Europeans
in Asia. Trade, rather than
empire, was the chief concern of the Western newcomers, who were not, in
any event, a serious military
threat to major Asian states.
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Ocean early in the fifteenth century, no major power was in a position to dominate
the sea-lanes, and the many smaller-scale merchants generally traded openly, although
piracy was sometimes a problem.
Given these conditions, the Portuguese saw an opening, for their ships could
outgun and outmaneuver competing naval forces, while their onboard cannons
could devastate coastal fortifications.Although their overall economy lagged behind
that of Asian producers, Europeans had more than caught up in the critical area of
naval technology and naval warfare.This military advantage enabled the Portuguese
to quickly establish fortified bases at several key locations within the Indian Ocean
world—Mombasa in East Africa, Hormuz at the entrance to the Persian Gulf, Goa
on the west coast of India, Malacca in Southeast Asia, and Macao on the south coast
of China.With the exception of Macao, which had been obtained through bribery
and negotiations with Chinese authorities, these Portuguese bases were obtained
forcibly against small and weak states. In Mombasa, for example, the commander of
a Portuguese fleet responded to local resistance in 1505 by burning and sacking the
city, killing some 1,500 people, and seizing large quantities of cotton and silk textiles and carpets.The king of Mombasa wrote a warning to a neighboring city:
This is to inform you that a great lord has passed through the town, burning it
and laying it waste. He came to the town in such strength and was of such a
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cruelty that he spared neither man nor
woman, or old nor young—nay, not
even the smallest child. . . . Nor can I
ascertain nor estimate what wealth
they have taken from the town.2

What the Portuguese created in the
Indian Ocean is commonly known as a
“trading post empire,” for they aimed to
control commerce, not large territories
or populations, and to do so by force of
arms rather than by economic competition. Seeking to monopolize the spice
trade, the Portuguese king grandly titled
himself “Lord of the Conquest, Navigation, and Commerce of Ethiopia, Arabia,
Persia, and India.” Portuguese authorities in the East tried to require all merchant
vessels to purchase a cartaz, or pass, and to pay duties of 6 to 10 percent on their cargoes.They partially blocked the traditional Red Sea route to the Mediterranean and
for a century or so monopolized the highly profitable route around Africa to Europe.
Even so, they never succeeded in controlling much more than half of the spice trade
to Europe.3
Failing to dominate Indian Ocean commerce as they had hoped, the Portuguese
gradually assimilated themselves to its ancient patterns.They became heavily involved
in carrying Asian goods to Asian ports, selling their shipping services because they were
largely unable to sell their goods. Even in their major settlements, the Portuguese
were outnumbered by Asian traders, and many married Asian women. Hundreds of
Portuguese escaped the control of their government altogether and settled in Asian
or African ports, where they learned local languages, sometimes converted to Islam,
and became simply one more group in the diverse trading culture of the East.
By 1600, the Portuguese trading post empire was in steep decline. This small
European country was overextended, and rising Asian states such as Japan, Burma,
Mughal India, Persia, and the sultanate of Oman actively resisted Portuguese commercial control. Unwilling to accept a dominant Portuguese role in the Indian Ocean,
other European countries also gradually contested Portugal’s efforts to monopolize
the rich spice trade to Europe.

The Spice Trade
For thousands of years,
spices were a major trade
item in the Indian Ocean
commercial network, as this
fifteenth-century French
depiction of the gathering of
pepper in southern India
illustrates. In the early modern era, Europeans gained
direct access to this ancient
network for the first time.
(Bibliothèque nationale de
France)

Spain and the Philippines
Spain was the first to challenge Portugal’s position.As precious and profitable spices
began to arrive in Europe on Portuguese ships in the early sixteenth century, the
Spanish soon realized that they were behind in the race to gain access to the riches
of the East. In an effort to catch up, they established themselves on what became
the Philippine Islands, named after the Spanish king Philip II. The Spanish first

■ Comparison
How did the Portuguese,
Spanish, Dutch, and
British initiatives in Asia
differ from one another?
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1498
early 1500s
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1570s
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1570s

British and Dutch East India companies begin operation in Asia

1601–1602
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early 1600s

Dutch conquest of nutmeg-producing Banda Islands

1620

French East India Company established

1664

British begin military conquest of India

1750s

encountered the region during the famous round-the-world voyage (1519–1521) of
Ferdinand Magellan, a Portuguese mariner sailing on behalf of the Spanish Crown.
There they found an archipelago of islands, thousands of them, occupied by culturally diverse peoples and organized in small and highly competitive chiefdoms. One
of the local chiefs later told the Spanish: “There is no king and no sole authority
in this land; but everyone holds his own view and opinion, and does as he prefers.”4
Some were involved in tribute trade with China, and a small number of Chinese
settlers lived in the port towns. Nonetheless, the region was of little interest to the
governments of China and Japan, the major powers in the area.
These conditions—proximity to China and the spice islands, small and militarily
weak societies, the absence of competing claims—encouraged the Spanish to establish
outright colonial rule on the islands, rather than to imitate a Portuguese-style trading
post empire. Small-scale military operations, gunpowder weapons, local alliances, gifts
and favors to chiefs, and the pageantry of Catholic ritual all contributed to a relatively
easy and often bloodless Spanish takeover of the islands in the century or so after 1565.
They remained a Spanish colonial territory until the end of the nineteenth century,
when the United States assumed control following the Spanish-American War of 1898.
Accompanying Spanish rule was a major missionary effort, which turned Filipino
society into the only major outpost of Christianity in Asia.That effort also opened up
a new front in the long encounter of Christendom and Islam, for on the southern
island of Mindanao, Islam was gaining strength and provided an ideology of resistance
to Spanish encroachment for 300 years. Indeed Mindanao remains a contested part
of the Philippines into the twenty-first century.
Beyond the missionary enterprise, other features of Spanish colonial practice in
the Americas found expression in the Philippines. People living in scattered settle-
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ments were persuaded or forced to relocate into more concentrated Christian communities.Tribute, taxes, and unpaid labor became part of ordinary life. Large landed
estates emerged, owned by Spanish settlers, Catholic religious orders, or prominent
Filipinos.Women who had played a major role as ritual specialists, healers, and midwives were now displaced by male Spanish priests, and their ceremonial instruments
were deliberately defiled and disgraced. Short-lived revolts and flight to interior
mountains were among the Filipino responses to colonial oppression.
Yet others fled to Manila, the new capital of the colonial Philippines. By 1600,
it had become a flourishing and culturally diverse city of more than 40,000 inhabitants and was home to many Spanish settlers and officials and growing numbers of
Filipino migrants. Its rising prosperity also attracted some 3,000 Japanese and more than
20,000 Chinese. Serving as traders, artisans, and sailors, the Chinese in particular
became an essential element in the Spanish colony’s growing economic relationship
with China; however, their economic prominence and their resistance to conversion
earned them Spanish hostility and clearly discriminatory treatment. Periodic Chinese
revolts, followed by expulsions and massacres, were the result. On one occasion in
1603, the Spanish killed about 20,000 people, nearly the entire Chinese population
of the island.

The East India Companies
Far more important than the Spanish as European competitors for the spice trade
were the Dutch and English, both of whom entered Indian Ocean commerce in
the early seventeenth century. Together they quickly overtook and displaced the
Portuguese, often by force, even as they competed vigorously with each other as
well. These rising Northern European powers were both militarily and economically stronger than the Portuguese. For example, during the sixteenth century, the
Dutch had become a highly commercialized and urbanized society, and their business skills and maritime shipping operations were the envy of Europe. Around
1600, both the British and the Dutch, unlike the Portuguese, organized their Indian
Ocean ventures through private trading companies, which were able to raise money
and share risks among a substantial number of merchant investors.The British East
India Company and the Dutch East India Company received charters from their
respective governments granting them trading monopolies and the power to make war
and to govern conquered peoples.Thus they established their own parallel and competing trading post empires, with the Dutch focused on the islands of Indonesia and
the English on India. Somewhat later, a French company also established settlements
in the Indian Ocean basin.
Operating in a region of fragmented and weak political authority, the Dutch
acted to control not only the shipping but also the production of cloves, cinnamon,
nutmeg, and mace.With much bloodshed, the Dutch seized control of a number of
small spice-producing islands, forcing their people to sell only to the Dutch and
destroying the crops of those who refused. On the Banda Islands, famous for their

■ Change
To what extent did the
British and Dutch trading
companies change
the societies they
encountered in Asia?
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A European View of Asian
Commerce
The various East India companies (British, French, and
Dutch) represented the
major vehicle for European
commerce in Asia during the
early modern era. This wall
painting, dating from 1778
and titled The East Offering
Its Riches to Britannia, hung
in the main offices of the
British East India Company.
(© British Library Board)

nutmeg, the Dutch killed, enslaved, or
left to starve virtually the entire population of some 15,000 people and then
replaced them with Dutch planters,
using a slave labor force to produce the
nutmeg crop. For a time in the seventeenth century, the Dutch were able to
monopolize the trade in nutmeg, mace,
and cloves and to sell these spices in
Europe and India at fourteen to seventeen times the price they paid in
Indonesia.5 While Dutch profits soared,
the local economy of the Spice Islands
was shattered, and their people were
impoverished.
The British East India Company
operated differently than its Dutch counterpart. Less well financed and less commercially sophisticated, the British were
largely excluded from the rich Spice Islands by the Dutch monopoly.Thus they fell
back on India, where they established three major trading settlements during the seventeenth century: Bombay, on India’s west coast, and Calcutta and Madras, on the east
coast.Although British naval forces soon gained control of the Arabian Sea and the
Persian Gulf, largely replacing the Portuguese, on land they were no match for the
powerful Mughal Empire, which ruled most of the Indian subcontinent.Therefore,
the British were unable to practice “trade by warfare,” as the Dutch did in Indonesia.6
Rather they secured their trading bases with the permission of Mughal authorities
or local rulers, with substantial payments and bribes as the price of admission to the
Indian market.When some independent English traders plundered a Mughal ship in
1636, local authorities detained British East India Company officials for two months
and forced them to pay a whopping fine.Although pepper and other spices remained
important in British trade, British merchants came to focus much more heavily on
Indian cotton textiles, which were becoming widely popular in England and its American colonies. Hundreds of villages in the interior of southern India became specialized producers for this British market.
Like the Portuguese before them, both the Dutch and English became heavily
involved in trade within Asia.The profits from this “carrying trade” enabled them to
purchase Asian goods without paying for them in gold or silver from Europe. Dutch
and English traders also began to deal in bulk goods for a mass market—pepper, textiles, and later tea and coffee—rather than just luxury goods for an elite market. In
the second half of the eighteenth century, both the Dutch and British trading post
empires slowly evolved into a more conventional form of colonial domination, in
which the British came to rule India and the Dutch controlled Indonesia.

